Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
Release Notes—May 2021

Announcements & Release Notes
5/11 Announcements
Catalyst learner privacy feature now live: Everything DiSC on Catalyst allows learners an easy
way to apply the insights learned in their DiSC training to their day-to-day work lives through
the Your Colleagues feature. Learners can find their colleagues and gain personalized, realtime tips for more effective interactions, making the hard work of changing behavior possible—
even fun. To gain the most value from this experience, Everything DiSC recommends that
learners within the same organization share their DiSC style information with their colleagues.
We recognize however, that some clients and learners may not be comfortable with this level
of personal information sharing.
In these instances, Catalyst now offers learners an opt-out feature. If a learner chooses not to
share their DiSC style information, their colleagues will not see their DiSC style information, nor
will they see their colleagues’ information. Learners can choose not to share their DiSC style
information by visiting the Privacy tab within the Account Settings page on Catalyst. Learners
simply select “No” and save their response. Learners who choose this option can opt back in at
any time.

5/11 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• New learner privacy feature: A new Privacy tab has been to the Account Settings page on
Catalyst. Here, learners are introduced to the concept and benefits of sharing their DiSC
information with their colleagues and are given the choice to make themselves private.
A private learner cannot be viewed by their colleagues cannot see their information nor
can they see their colleagues. Because learners gain the most value from their Catalyst
experience through sharing their DiSC style information with their colleagues, we’ve
made it easy for people who have opted out of sharing to see what sharing entails and
opt back in at any time.
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical Password reset emails are
currently being sent from "MyEverythingDiSC.com <noreply@myeverythingdisc.com>"
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Previous Release Notes
April 20, 2021
4/20 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
EPIC Administration Site Updates
• See Catalyst applications in search results: When searching for existing profiles (access
codes) in EPIC, users can now see the applications associated with any Catalyst access
codes that appear in the search results. This will make it easier for EPIC users to tell
which applications have already been "turned on" for a Catalyst learner.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical Password reset emails are
currently being sent from "MyEverythingDiSC.com <noreply@myeverythingdisc.com>"

April 6, 2021
4/6 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• New demographics experience: Learners taking the Catalyst assessment outside of the
US no longer see the question about race/ethnicity. Learners taking the Catalyst
assessment in the US now have the option to select more than one race/ethnicity.
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.

March 23, 2021
3/23 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Updated tech support contact information: Added the hours of operation to the Catalyst
technical support phone number and email in the site footer.
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.
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March 9, 2021
3/9 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.

February 23, 2021
2/23 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC on Catalyst
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.

February 9, 2021
2/9 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC on Catalyst
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Account Settings page updates: Updated the look and feel of the Account Settings page.
• New content suggestions: Learners will see suggested links to visit next at the bottom of
most pages on the platform.
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.

January 26, 2021
1/26 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
Catalyst™ Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Improved mobile navigation: Updated the navigation experience on mobile devices.
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.
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January 12, 2021
1/12 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC on Catalyst
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
EPIC Administration Site Updates
• New process to update Catalyst contact when moving access codes: When moving a
Catalyst access code from one account to another, the access code's Catalyst contact
field is updated with the receiving account's oldest super admin user.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.

December 29, 2020
12/29 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC on Catalyst
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
EPIC Administration Site Updates
• Organization batch editing: Added a new Catalyst: Edit Organization menu option under
Manage Reports > Batch Functions that allows an admin to reassign multiple access
codes to a different organization in a batch instead of one-by-one.
• Updated credit confirmation: Updated the message detailing the number of credits used
when assigning Catalyst™ access codes. Now the message will break down the number
of credits by application (Everything DiSC® Workplace on Catalyst™ and Everything DiSC®
Agile EQ™ on Catalyst).
• Updated process for EPIC administrator deletion: When deleting an EPIC user, the system
now checks to see if the user has created any Catalyst™ access codes. If the deleted
user has created Catalyst access codes, a new page appears prompting for the
selection of a new admin user and reassigns the access codes to that user. The new
admin user's email address will then appear in the Need help? section of the footer for
associated learners.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Colleagues detail pages updates: Updated the look and feel of the Colleagues detail
pages.
• Assessment tiebreaker item label updates: Updated the informational label associated
with tiebreaker items to clarify the instructions.
• Navigation label updates: Updated the labels on the left-hand navigation for clarity. On
application pages, smaller sections were removed so fewer section labels appear in the
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•
•

navigation. On DiSCology pages, Introduction labels were added to the appropriate
existing sections.
Your colleagues page message: Added an informational message to the Your colleagues
page if no other learners are available for comparison within an organization.
Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.

December 15, 2020
12/15 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
EPIC Administration Site Updates
• Custom organization deletion: Added the ability for an admin to delete an empty custom
organization they created. If a custom organization has no learners associated with it, it
can be deleted by the admin that created it.
• Custom organization logo: Added the ability for an admin to upload a logo of their
choosing when creating or editing a new custom organization. For optimal
performance, files should be JPEG, PNG, or GIF with a recommended resolution of 300
dpi and a recommended size of 120x120px.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Colleagues landing page updates: Updated the look and feel of the Your colleagues
landing page. Added a message if there are no colleagues available for comparison.
• Assessment labels: Added contextual labels to the tie-breaker questions.
• Navigation labels: Optimized navigation labels for ease of use. Improved mobile and
tablet navigation functionality.
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.

December 1, 2020
12/1 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
Catalyst™ Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Navigation updates: Updated the navigation on desktop and mobile devices.
o Added a “breadcrumb” link which displays in the top-left corner of each page.
o Updated the look and feel of the navigation panel on the left side of application
and section pages.
o Improved the navigation on mobile and tablet devices.
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Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.

November 17, 2020
11/17 Announcements

Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™ Facilitation Kit is now available! There are several key differences
from the Pilot version of the Everything DiSC Workplace® on Catalyst™ kit that take effect with
the new Everything DiSC on Catalyst kit release:
• Consolidated virtual facilitation: The kit no longer includes separate Advanced Tech and
Basic Tech facilitation guides. Options for accommodating various technologies are
now included within the same virtual facilitation guide.
• New introduction video: The Everything DiSC Workplace on Catalyst introduction video
has been updated. It is included in a URL within the Everything DiSC Workplace on
Catalyst Virtual Facilitation Kit. The link remains unchanged, however the video itself has
been updated.
• New module titles: We learned during the Pilot that some of the module names were
confusing for learners, so we’ve updated them as shown below. These name changes
are reflected on the Catalyst platform AND within the Your DiSC® Profile report. The kit
includes updated Workplace materials to coincide with these name changes:

Fundamentals Module 1
Fundamentals Module 2
Workplace Module 1
Workplace Module 2
Workplace Module 3

•
•
•
•

Module Title Changes
Previous Name
Revised Name
Your DiSC Style
Your DiSC Style
Your People
Your Colleagues
How You Work
What Drives You
Understand Your Relationships
You and Other Styles
Build Better Relationships
Build Better Relationships

Component Impact
Platform Profile
X
X
X
NA
X
X
X
X
X
X

Kit
X
X
X
X
X

New Agile EQ™ material: Added three Agile EQ facilitation modules, including facilitation
guides, PowerPoints, and handouts.
New in- person classroom material: Added in-person classroom facilitation guides,
PowerPoints, and handouts for Fundamentals, Workplace, and Agile EQ modules.
Video Transcripts: Added transcripts for all videos included in the facilitation kit.
Free upgrades now available on the registration site: Everything DiSC Workplace and
Everything DiSC® Agile EQ™ facilitation kit holders whose kit was purchased on or before
April 30, 2021 can access the new Everything DiSC on Catalyst Facilitation Kit via the
registration site using a registered serial number.
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11/17 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC on Catalyst
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
PDF Profile Updates
• Module title changes reflected in PDF: Updated the Workplace section titles in the PDF to
match the facilitation kit and Catalyst™ platform updates. Refer to the Announcements
section above for details.
o Fundamentals Module 2: Your People is now Your Colleagues
o Workplace Module 1: How You Work is now What Drives You
o Workplace Module 2: Understand Your Relationships is now You and Other Styles
o Workplace Module 3: Titles remain unchanged
Catalyst™ Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• The People feature has been renamed to Your Colleagues: Updated the People feature by
renaming it to Your Colleagues to match the facilitation kit and PDF updates. Refer to
the Announcements section above for details.
• Workplace feature title changes: Updated the page titles for Workplace sections to match
the facilitation kit and PDF updates. Refer to the Announcements section above for
details.
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.

November 3, 2020
11/3 Announcements
Catalyst Learner Tech Support Now Live: As of October 29, 2020, if a learner experiences
technical challenges with the Catalyst platform, they will be able to directly contact a dedicated
Wiley team for Catalyst support. The tech support contact information is located at the bottom
of the Catalyst platform.

11/3 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
Below is a summary of new updates and improvements we made.
EPIC Administration Site Updates
• Duplicate organization errors: Fixed an error that occurs when assigning an access code
to a new organization that has the same name (but a different city) as an existing
organization. When assigning an organization to a learner, you will see an error if you try
to create a new organization that has the same name and the same city as an existing
organization in the database. If the organization is located in a different city, no error
will occur.
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PDF Profile Updates
• Your DiSC® Profile Updates
o Learner name changes on Catalyst reflected on PDF: Updated visibility of a
learner’s Catalyst name change in the PDF profile. When a learner updates their
name through the Account Settings page on the Catalyst platform, their name will
also be updated on the PDF profile.
Catalyst™ Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• Assessment design: Updated the design of the assessment questions and navigation,
including: look and feel of the layout, text, buttons, graphics, progress bar, and continua.
• Updated demographics options: Updated the age ranges and ethnicity options for the
optional demographics section before the assessment.
• Tech support contact information: Added “Tech support” to the footer; includes technical
support phone and email contact information for any Catalyst learner in need of
technical assistance. As a reminder, non-technical questions should go to “Other
questions?” which displays the EPIC Admin’s email address.
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.

October 20, 2020
10/20 Announcements
Everything DiSC® Agile EQ™ on Catalyst™ is now available in EPIC for purchase and upgrades.
Please contact your Authorized Partner for more information on how you can access Agile EQ™
on Catalyst™.

10/20 Release Notes: What’s new with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™
The addition of the Agile EQ add-on experience within Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™ includes
multiple updates across all components of the learning experience. Below is a summary of
these updates, along with other improvements we made.
EPIC Administration Site Updates
Note: All Catalyst EPIC updates are reflected in the EPIC job aids. Contact your Authorized
Partner for more information.
• Modified product name in EPIC: In EPIC, the product is now called "Catalyst: Everything
DiSC.” Workplace and Agile EQ are referred to as applications within the Everything DiSC
on Catalyst product.
• New EPIC menu option: Added a new menu option under Manage Reports to add
applications to an existing Everything DiSC on Catalyst access code.
• Modified EPIC Activity Reports: Updated the Profile Completion Detail report, Profile
Completion Summary report and Credit Activity report to reflect adding an application to
an Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™ access code.
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New sample emails: Added three Everything DiSC on Catalyst sample emails to the
Sample Email page in EPIC:
o Assign Catalyst Access Code: For first-time Everything DiSC® learners who are
starting their assessment on the Catalyst platform.
o Assign Catalyst Access Code (Upgraded): For learners with an existing DiSC®
assessment who are migrating to the Catalyst platform.
o Add Catalyst Application to Access Code: For Catalyst™ learners who are
receiving a new Catalyst application (e.g. Agile EQ™) notifying them of new
content on the platform.
Supplemental Report updates
o Everything DiSC® Comparison Reports are now enabled for Everything DiSC® on
Catalyst™ access codes.
o Everything DiSC Supplement for Facilitators Report now includes supplemental
data for Agile EQ for learners with Everything DiSC® Agile EQ™ on Catalyst.
Administrators can select Workplace, Agile EQ, or both when generating a
Supplement for Facilitators report.

PDF Profile Updates
• Your DiSC Profile updates
o Learners who have Everything DiSC Agile EQ on Catalyst will now see both the
Workplace content and the Agile EQ content reflected in their “Your DiSC Profile”
PDF.
o Redesigned Table of Contents page.
o New PDF page number format.
Catalyst Platform and Learner Experience Updates
• New content: Learners who have Everything DiSC Agile EQ on Catalyst will now see both
the Workplace content and the Agile EQ content reflected on the Catalyst platform.
• Download reports feature: Added a “Download reports” link in the main navigation to
access PDF download options. Removed the PDF download option from the “Your
DiSC® style” page. All reports can now be accessed using the navigation.
• Invitation email for learners upgrading to Catalyst: Added an email that’s sent to the
learner when an EPIC admin upgrades their past DiSC assessment to Everything DiSC on
Catalyst.
• “New content available” notification email for Catalyst learners: Added email that’s sent to
the learner when an EPIC admin adds a new application to their Everything DiSC on
Catalyst experience.
• Bug fixes and improvements: Behind-the-scenes technical changes made to improve the
performance and experience on the Catalyst platform.
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